The Mysteries Of The Great Image: The Broken Image, Part 3

Shalom Aleichem. I would first like to give all praises, glory, and
honor unto our King, %&%* 0v %&%*, who is the King of all kings, who is the
King over all the earth. He is the Creator of the heaven and the earth.
When the earth was without form and void and full of darkness, then He
commanded, “Let there be light,” and there was light! This Unique One
that I am talking about is One who possesses “divine” attributes and
“majestic” power. And that One is our Heavenly Father, %&%* 0v %&%*.
Praise %&%*! Isn’t it a blessing to know that out of 6.6 billion people on the
earth, we are the most blessed people? We were a people who at one time
did not have any mercy, but now have obtained mercy through %&%* 0v
%&%*, who has come into our lives. Praise %&%*!
Just think, once we were walking around in total darkness about who
we are as a people; in total darkness about who our God is. We were in
“total” darkness: We could neither see nor hear anything. We could not
understand anything. And we certainly could not “do” anything.
It was only at the coming of our Heavenly Father, %&%* 0v %&%*, The
Great Light, that we are no longer in darkness. The spirit of %&%* 0v %&%*
has penetrated our darkened minds with His Great Light, and has given us
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the power to “see” what is not evident to the average mind of the 6.6 billion
people on the earth. His Great Light has caused us to come forth from out
of darkness into His Marvelous Light. Praise %&%*!
I would like to welcome you to this seminar, entitled, “The Mysteries
Of The Great Image: The Broken Image,” Part 3. Today, we shall
continue to explore and uncover one of the world’s greatest mysteries: a
prophecy that was foretold in the Book of Daniel about the great image.
The details about this great image have been shrouded in secrecy for
thousands of years. Some of the details, we shall explain during the course
of this seminar.
So let us now turn to Daniel, Chapter 2, verse 35, and read up to the
colon. Please read:
“Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the
gold, broken to pieces, together, and became like the chaff of
the summer threshing floors; and the wind carried them
away, that no place was found for them:...”
Hold it! At this ending point we see that there is a colon. This colon is key,
and points out an important element that is needed in order for us to
understand this prophecy.
On the authority of the Hand Book for Writers, copyright 1950, on
page 121, it states, “The colon is a strong mark of punctuation; the colon is
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used only as internal punctuation to point forward and indicate that the
following material is closely related to the preceding material.” Also,
according to The Random House College Dictionary, copyright 1988, on
page 696, internal is described as, “existing solely within the individual
mind; intrinsic.”
With these facts, we understand that in order to move forward to what
follows the colon, we must first understand the intrinsic nature of the
material that precedes it. So that it can be solely clear in our minds, let us
reread the beginning of Verse 35 again. Read:
“Then was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the
gold, broken to pieces, together, and became like the chaff of
the summer threshing floors; and the wind carried them
away, that no place was found for them:...”
In part 1, we learned from our research of the facts that the great
image is the Pope, who is the supreme head of the Roman Catholic Church.
Iron represents his unchallenged power that is characterized by wickedness.
The clay exemplifies his weakness or defect of character; his exaggerated
and unrealistic virtues and abilities. Brass is symbolic of his high-ranking
officials and top executives. We also provided irrefutable evidence to
substantiate that the silver describes his eloquent and persuasive speech.
And gold is indicative of the Roman Empire.
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Now, with that understanding, let us begin to decode Daniel, Chapter
2, verse 35, beginning with -- “Then was the iron, the brass, the silver, and
the gold, broken to pieces, together,…” The words we shall define in this
sentence are “Then, was, broken, to pieces, and together.” On the authority
of The Random House Dictionary Of The English Language, copyright
1966, on page 1471, then means, “at that time; immediately, or soon after.”
In accordance with The American Heritage Dictionary, Fourth Edition,
copyright 2000, Computer Software, was is “first and third person singular
past indicative.” Indicative is defined as “being the mood of the verb.”
Mood, “in English, the indicative mood is used to make factual statements.”
The words then and was establish that we are dealing with factual
statements of a past action. So after the factual statements were made about
the stone that was cut out without hands, which smote the image upon his
feet that was of iron and clay, and broke them to pieces (Daniel 2:34), at that
time, immediately, or soon after was the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver,
and the gold broken to pieces together.
To find out exactly what took place here, we shall define the next
word, which is broken. To decode broken, we will go to its present tense,
break. Therefore, documented in The Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary, copyright 1971, on page 271, break, the present tense of broken,
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is defined as, “to make ineffective as a binding force; to disrupt the order of;
and to prevent the effective operation of by disruptive action.” On page 217,
bind means “to exert a compelling influence.” On page 887, force is
described as “an act that forces the response of another into a predetermined
pattern.”
The Roman Catholic Church was founded upon lies and deception.
The disciples of %&%* 0v %&%*--euphemistically called the stone--are filling
the earth with the knowledge of %&%* (Isaiah 11:9), which is the truth that
will make us free (John 8:32). As we fill the earth with the knowledge of
%&%*, it is making ineffective the Pope and his angels’ ability to continue to
exert a compelling influence upon the minds of the people. By doing this,
we are preventing their effective operation of deception by disrupting their
devious plans to continue to force the people to respond to them based upon
their predetermined pattern, which is to deceive the whole world (Revelation
12:9).
Using the same source, break is also defined as “to defeat utterly and
end as an effective force; to crush the spirit of; to sap (one’s) will to resist,
withstand, or persevere; and to afflict with so much stress that the hope,
resistance, or morale is weaken.” By publishing the word of %&%*, the word
of truth, on The Universe of %&%* and the Internet, we, the stone (the
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disciples of %&%* 0v %&%*), are utterly defeating the global conspiracy of the
Roman Catholic Church to hide the truth. The truth of %&%* is bringing to
an end the effective force they have had upon the minds of the people. This
truth is crushing the spirit of the entire Roman Empire and sapping their will
to resist, withstand, or persevere. This truth that they have hidden from the
people is afflicting them with so much stress that their hope, resistance, and
morale have been terribly weakened.
Break (in the same source) is defined as, “to win against; to deprive
of all chance of success; and to ruin the prospects of.” In accordance with
The Synonym Finder by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 952, prospect
is synonymous to “outlook for the future; remote possibility.”
As the disciples of %&%* 0v %&%* continue to promulgate the word of
%&%*, we shall win against the institution of lies that have been put into
operation as a law or decree by the Roman Catholic Church. And we shall
deprive them of all chances of success to continue to set forth or teach
publicly their false creeds and doctrines. Thus, ruining their outlook for the
future and putting an end to any remote possibility of them continuing to
mislead the people.
Continuing from the same source, the word break is defined as, “to
demonstrate falsity or lack of credibility of.” In the Webster’s Ninth New
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Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 338, demonstrate means “to
prove or make clear by evidence; to illustrate and explain esp. with many
examples.” On the authority of the Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary,
copyright 2001, on page 383, demonstrate also means, “capable of being
shown to exist or be true; to show or prove something clearly and
convincingly.”
The stone, the holy ones of %&%* 0v %&%*, shall continue to prove and
make clear by convincing evidence the falsity of the teachings of the Roman
Catholic Church. We shall give graphic illustrations and many examples to
explain the magnitude of their falsity. In addition, we are most capable of
showing to exist or to be true that they are in fact the synagogue of Satan,
whose “sole” objective is to deceive the “whole” world (Revelation 12:9).
We are presenting irrefutable facts to prove our claim and are providing
undeniable evidence that the teachings of the Roman Catholic Church lack
“logical” credibility.
From the same source, some additional definitions of the word break
are, “to disprove; to stop, cut short, or bring to an end often suddenly; to
destroy unity of; to serve to change the impression of regular continuity in;
and to cause lack of regular continuity.”
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This additional information confirms that the chosen people of %&%*
0v %&%* shall disprove with verifiable facts the falsity of the Roman Catholic
Church, thereby stopping, cutting short, and bringing suddenly an end to the
hold they have had upon the minds of the people. The truth that we are
proclaiming throughout the world shall destroy the unity of the high-ranking
officials and top executives in the Catholic Church.
Furthermore, this truth shall serve to change the impression of their
unchallenged power and customary respect. We shall, without interruption,
shine the light on their exaggerated and unrealistic virtues. And by doing so,
it shall cause the people to lack regular continuity in their church attendance,
as well as lack regular continuity in their financial contributions.
We shall continue to decode the word break from Daniel 2:35 (“Then
was the iron, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken to pieces,
together,…”). From the same source, break means “to cause to discontinue
indulgence in a habit; to reveal or impart a confidence harbored in or at; to
tell; crack; to make public or available for publication; and to publicize
widely or permit wide publicity of something after a period of withholding.”
We, the stone--the saints of %&%* 0v %&%*--shall continue to speak the
word of truth with great boldness and deep profundity. This truth shall cause
the people to discontinue indulgence in the habits of the Roman Catholic
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Church. We shall reveal the truth or impart knowledge to destroy the
confidence harbored in the minds of the people for the false teaching in the
Catholic Church. We shall tell the world of the many “false” doctrines that
they uphold as being righteous. Moreover, we shall crack open and make
public or available for publication the manner in which they have deceived
the whole world. In fact, we shall publicize widely and permit wide publicity
of how they have withheld the truth of %&%* for the last six thousand years.
As we, the stone, continue to interpret the “true” meaning of the
Scriptures--through the “divine” Ten Step Study Method of %&%* 0v %&%*-the Pope and his perverted Jesuits shall no longer be able to persuade the
people by their eloquent and persuasive speech. But rather, the people shall
ultimately break away from the traditional habits and customs of the Roman
Catholic Church, especially their false practices, senseless rituals,
unscriptural customs, pagan celebrations and holidays, as well as their
“unholy” fashions and styles.
We are still defining the word break (which is the present tense of
broken) in Daniel 2:35. Continuing in the same source (The Webster’s Third
New International Dictionary, copyright 1971, on page 271) break is
defined as, “to initiate (a campaign or course of action) often with fanfare
and publicity.”
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%&%* 0v %&%* has caused His saints to be “spiritually” reborn and
sanctified by undergoing a “spiritual rebirth.” And as such, we have initiated
a global campaign with much fanfare and publicity to dispel the myths of the
Roman Catholic Church.
Break means “to become publicly known; to become detached or
disengaged and usu. as if by severing of bonds; to disassociate from a
group.” Break also means to “take a different course; depart; or to make a
sudden dash.” As a result of our steadfastness to publish the word of %&%*,
we, the stone, are making the truth to be “publicly” known among the
people. By exposing the false hierarchy of the Roman Empire, the people
shall become detached from them, by suddenly disengaging and severing
their bonds (or ties) with them.
Even today, they are disassociating themselves from the Christian
Church and are taking a difference course of action.

Some are even

celebrating the Sabbath, the “seventh” day, in the comfort of their own home
as commanded by %&%*, while others are departing and making a sudden
dash from Christianity all together. They are searching for %&%* 0v %&%*,
the Spirit of Truth (John 16:13).
Now let us examine the word break from yet another perspective.
Break (from the same source) is defined as, “to suffer completely or marked
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loss of composure, resolution, morale, or command of a situation; to become
severely affected by grief, disappointment or anguish.” Resolution,
according to The Random House College Dictionary, Revised Edition,
copyright 1988, on page 1123, means, “firmness of purpose.” On the
authority of Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, copyright
1999, Computer Software, morale is described as a, “mental condition with
respect to cheerfulness, confidence, etc., esp. in the face of opposition,
hardship, etc.”
Because of our boldness to publish the truth, the Roman Catholic
Church is suffering from a complete loss of composure. They no longer have
a firm grip on their purpose. The entire Christian world is suffering a
devastating loss in morale, as they no longer have a command of the
situation that resulted from the pedophilic sex-abuse scandals. In the face of
opposition, they no longer have the cheerfulness and confidence they once
displayed to the public. The Roman Catholic Church has been severely
affected by these scandals. In addition to their financial hardships, they are
experiencing unbearable grief, many disappointments, and unrestrained
anguish.
Further, the word break is defined as, “to die out, fail; bankrupt: or
leave virtually without assets.” Referenced in Webster’s Third New
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International Dictionary, copyright 1971, on page 281, broken (from the
same source) also means, “reduced or shattered in worldly estate.”

In

Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 425,
estate is defined as, “social status, esp. of a high order; political class;
possessions, property; or a landed property usu. with a large house on it.”
The main purpose of the polished stone of %&%* 0v %&%* is to bring an
end to all the institutions of lies that have been established by the Roman
Catholic Church and to help %&%* 0v %&%* establish the theocratic
government of %&%* on earth. The truth of %&%* shall cause the false
teachings of the Roman Catholic Church to totally die out and completely
fail in every way. The beginning of their downfall is already in effect, as
hundreds of individuals and many groups have filed criminal charges against
the Roman Catholic Church for the pedophilic practices of their Jesuit
priests. These criminal cases are causing many parishes to file for
bankruptcy, thus leaving them virtually without assets.
While Vatican City is the world’s smallest independent nation and
headquarters of the Roman Catholic Church, it is yet the richest. They have
possessions, properties, and land in every country on earth. But because their
sins have reached unto heaven, and %&%* has remembered her iniquities
(Revelation 18:5), all of their worldly possessions, properties, and land with
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large houses on them shall be reduced and shattered--meaning shutdown and
sold.
Many of the Roman Catholic Churches--the largest religious organization in the world--whose membership "exceeds" 1.7 billion people--have filed
for bankruptcy behind these sex-abuse scandals. Never in the history of
the Roman Catholic Church has it ever had to file for bankruptcy! Proof:
In The National Post (in Canada) dated December 10, 2002, on page A13,
it headlined: Fallen Cardinal. On page A15, it read: “Cardinal Law said this
week the church is bankrupt. No truer words were ever said. This church is
morally bankrupt.” This is an admitted confirmation of the fulfillment of the
destruction of this great image (the Pope and the Roman Catholic Church),
thus fulfilling prophecy in these last days of their wicked ruler ship. Praise
%&%*!
In accordance with The Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary, copyright 1971, on page 271, break is defined as, “to initiate (a
campaign or course of action) often with fanfare and publicity; to discover
the essentials of (a code or cipher system); and to solve (an encrypted
message) without full knowledge of the keys.”
%&%* 0v %&%* gave us--His disciples--His “divine” Ten Step Study
Method.

Using this “divine” method, we have initiated a campaign to
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discover the essentials of the code and cipher system that the Jesuit scholars
used to hide the truth. Applying this Ten Step Study Method, we are able to
solve the encrypted messages in the Bible--even without the full knowledge
of “their” keys. We are pursuing this course of action with great fanfare and
publicity.
Now let us continue on this course of defining key coming from the
word break. According to The Random House Dictionary Of The English
Language, copyright 1966, on page 784, key is defined as, “a pattern;
something that secures or controls entrance to a place; spiritual authority; the
authority of a Pope in ecclesiastical matters.”
By maintaining our course of filling the earth with the knowledge of
%&%*, %&%* 0v %&%* is using His spiritual authority to secure and gain
control of the minds of the people. Thus, taking away the authority of the
Pope in ecclesiastical matters. Through our diligent study, we have
discovered

the

patterns

that

they--Jesuit

scholars--used

to

hide

representations of one thing, which carries hidden significance of something
else. This pattern of writing is used in order to secure and control the
masses of the people by keeping them blind to the truth. These writings are
blocking and denying the people’s entrance or access to the tree of life,
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which is causing them to seek knowledge in all the wrong places--the
Christian Churches.
Now that we understand the method the stone--the disciples of %&%*
0v %&%*--used to break the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold,
let us move on to the next word, which will tell us “how” these things were
broken. Let us read Daniel, Chapter 2, verse 35: Read:
“Then was the iron, the brass, the silver, and the gold, broken
to pieces, together…”
This scripture tells us that they were broken to pieces, together. Let us now
define the phrase “to pieces.” According to Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate
Dictionary, copyright 1989, on page 890, under the word piece, to pieces is
defined as “without reserve or restraint.” On the authority of The Random
House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1988, on page 1380,
to is, “(used for expressing a resulting state or condition).” In the same
source, on page 1005, piece is described as “to assemble into a meaningful
whole by combining available facts, information, details, etc.” The word
together is equivalent to whole.
By combining available facts, valid information, specific details,
irrefutable evidence, and undeniable proof of the true meaning of the iron,
the brass, the silver, and the gold, the disciples of %&%* 0v %&%*, using His
“divine” Ten Step Study Method, have assembled into a meaningful whole
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the physical, intellectual, and spiritual meaning of this prophecy--without
reserve or restraint.
We shall continue decoding this prophecy. Let us return to Daniel,
Chapter 2, verse 35, please. Read:
“… and became like the chaff of the summer threshing
floors;…”
The first word we shall define in this phrase is and. Documented in the
Webster’s New World College Dictionary, copyright 2000, on page 52, and
means, “in addition.” Certified in The Oxford Universal Dictionary,
copyright 1933, on page 64, and also means, “introducing a consequence,
actual or predicted.” Authenticated in The Reader Digest Great
Encyclopedic Dictionary, copyright 1968, on page 288, consequence is
implied as, “that which naturally follows from a preceding action; a logical
conclusion; outcome.”
The word and is denoting that in addition to assembling into a
meaningful whole the physical, intellectual, and spiritual meaning of the
iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold--without reserve or restraint-the logical conclusion or outcome of the preceding action was that they (the
iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold) became “like” the chaff of
the summer threshing floor.
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The next word that we shall discern is became. On the authority of
the Webster’s New Twenty Century Dictionary, copyright 1962, on page
164, became is the past tense of become, and is confirmed as, “to be the fate
of; to be the final subsequent condition of.” These facts describe the fate or
the final subsequent condition of the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and
the gold--which are euphemisms for the high-ranking officials and top
executives in the Roman Catholic Church and their wicked actions.
Now let us continue on by looking at the word fate coming from the
word become. In keeping with The New Century Dictionary, copyright 1944,
on page 553, fate is described as, “a prophetic declaration, the agency by
which events are inevitably predetermined; one’s appointed lot or destiny;
and doom to destruction.”
According to these indisputable facts, %&%* has inevitably
predetermined the appointed lot or destiny of the Pope and the Roman
Catholic Church through His “divine” prophetic declaration--the word of
%&%*, as written in the Scriptures. By definition, they are doom to
destruction. Praise %&%*! Let us read 2 Peter 2:1:
“But there were false prophets also among the people, even as
there shall be false teachers among you, who privily shall
bring in damnable heresies, even denying the Lord, %&%*, that
bought them, and bring upon themselves swift destruction.”
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The Pope and all of his “false” prophets shall bring upon themselves “swift”
destruction, meaning their destruction shall be quick, speedy, and sudden.
Even as there shall be false teachers among the Nation of %&%*, who secretly
bring in among us damnable heresies, even denying %&%* 0v %&%* who
brought them the knowledge of %&%*. They, too, shall bring upon themselves
“swift”--quick, speedy, and sudden--destruction.
Let us continue with the next part of Daniel, Chapter 2, verse 35,
please. And it reads in part:
“… like the chaff of the summer threshing floors;…”
At this time, we shall examine the words like, chaff, summer, threshing and
floor.” On the authority of The Random House College Dictionary, Revised
Edition, copyright 1988, on page 776, like is defined as, “bearing
resemblance.” Referenced in The Random House Dictionary Of The English
Language, copyright 1966, on page 243, chaff denotes, “worthless matter.”
Documented in The Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1933, on page
2454, worthless means, “having no intrinsic value; unworthy of;
contemptible and despicable.”
As we, the chosen of %&%* 0v %&%*, remain faithful to our mission of
filling the earth with the knowledge of %&%*, the ultimate fate or the final
subsequent condition of the iron, the clay, the brass, the silver, and the gold--
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which are euphemisms for the high-ranking officials and top executives in
the Roman Catholic Church and their wicked actions--shall bear
resemblance of being worthless, and having no intrinsic value.

Many

throughout the earth shall consider them unworthy of respect, so much so
that they shall be looked upon as contemptible and despicable.
In addition, referenced in the Dictionary of Biblical Imagery,
copyright 1998, on page 136, under the word chaff, it reads: “…chaff is
something ephemeral, dead and worthless in contrast to something that is
stable, flourishing, and alive. Metaphorically, chaff pictures something not
worth keeping, to be burned up by fire.” In The Random House College
Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1988, on page 443, ephemeral is
defined as, “lasting a very short time.”
As we, the stone--the pupils of %&%*--resume our mission of filling
the earth with the knowledge of %&%*, the Roman Catholic Church shall
become as dead and worthless in contrast to the Nation of %&%*, which shall
be stable, flourishing, and alive. In other words, continual existence of the
“false” doctrine of the Roman Catholic Church is but for a very short time.
Our next word is summer (…like the chaff of the summer threshing
floors;…) In conformity with the Random House Dictionary Of The English
Language, copyright 1966, on page 1422, summer is characterized as, “the
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period of the finest development.” On the authority of The Oxford
Dictionary and Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 1530, summer is also
defined as, “the height of achievement, powers, etc.”
Summer is describing the period during which the Roman Catholic
Church have reached their finest stage of development; a time in which they
have acquired the height of their achievement, and attained the highest
powers in institutionalizing their immoral teachings and doctrines
throughout the earth.
Now let us peruse the words threshing floor. According to the
Dictionary of Biblical Imagery, copyright 1998, on page 867, under
threshing floor, it states: “The worthless chaff represented anything useless
or of no account, or anything that would pass away without trace.”
This information tells us that as the word of %&%* continues to go
forth out of our mouths, the Roman Catholic Church shall be looked upon as
useless, or of no account. The Pope as well as his wicked Roman Empire
shall soon pass away without a trace.
Let us delve even further into threshing floor. According to The
American Heritage Dictionary, copyright 1980, on page 1340, thresh the
root of the word threshing is defined as “of thrash.” On page 1339, thrash
denotes, “punish; to defeat utterly, or vanquish.” Corroborated in the
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Webster’s Two New Riverside Universal Dictionary, copyright 1984, on
page 488, floor represents, “the lower part of a room.”
Because of the wickedness and exaggerated virtues in the Roman
Catholic Church, %&%* is punishing them for their immoral actions. By
spreading the word of truth through out the land, He is causing their
institutions of lies to be utterly defeated, and their unchallenged power to
vanquish, which means to be overpowered and subdued.
Referenced in the Random House Dictionary Of The English
Language, copyright 1966, on pages 510 and 511, floor also means, “to
puzzle completely; to reduce to stunned silence; to flabbergast.” With
permission of Webster’s New Universal Unabridged Dictionary, copyright
1933, on page 694, flabbergast means, “to daze or make speechless.”
Validated in The Oxford Universal Dictionary, copyright 1933, on page
1629, puzzle means, “to cause (any one) to be at loss of what to do or where
to turn; to confuse, bewilder the mind, brain, and understanding.”
As a result of the angels of %&%* 0v %&%* boldly broadcasting the
truth of %&%* to the world, the high-ranking officials and top executives in
the Roman Catholic Church shall resemble that of people who are lost of
what to do or where to turn; they shall be confused and their minds, brains,
and understanding bewildered. They shall resemble a people who have been
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reduced to stunned silence. And, subsequently, they shall walk around in a
dazed state, and made speechless.
Now let us continue to examine the phrase, threshing floor.

In

accordance with Webster’s Third New International Dictionary, copyright
1971, on page 2383, threshing floor is defined as “floor space for treading
out grain.” On page 2434, tread is “to step firmly with pressure on (as a
person) in an effort to crush, beat down, injure, or destroy.”

Floor is

described as, “the bottom of any less hollow place.”
As we continue to promote the truth of %&%* among all nations of the
earth, %&%* shall cause the downfall of the Roman Empire to resemble that
of the bottom of any less hollow place. Their lies shall be crushed to pieces;
their exaggerated unrealistic virtues and abilities shall be firmly beaten
down; their credibility shall be irreparably injured; and the reputation of
their high-ranking officials and top executives shall be destroyed forever.
For they shall all be cast into the bottomless pit. Let us read Revelation,
Chapter 20, verse 3 in part:
“And cast him into the bottomless pit, and shut him up, and
set a seal upon him, that he should deceive the nations no
more, ….”
Yes, they shall be cast into the bottomless pit, that they shall deceive
the nations of the earth no more.
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We shall now look at the final conclusion of what comes before the
colon in Daniel, Chapter 2, verse 35, and it reads in part.
“. . . and the wind carried them away, that no place was found
for them:...”
Out of this phrase the two key elements are the words wind and
carried. First, we shall define the word wind.
According to the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,
copyright 1999, Computer Software, the word wind is characterized as, “the
power of breathing freely, as during continued exertion; any influential
force.” Force means, “power to influence, affect, or control; efficacious
power.” Documented in the Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary,
copyright 1989, on page 210, carry is defined as, “to influence by mental
emotional appeal; sway.” On page 1191, sway is depicted as a “sovereign
power.” And in the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary,
another definition of sway is “to cause (the mind, emotions, etc., or a
person) to incline or turn in a specified way; to cause to swerve, as from a
purpose or a course of action.”
Because of the continued exertion of the stone--the righteous servants
of %&%* 0v %&%*, %&%* shall exert His “sovereign” power to cause the minds
and emotions of the people of the earth to incline or turn in a specified way:
and that is, to the way of the truth and the life (John 14:6), who is %&%* 0v
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%&%* Himself: For He shall breathe freely the breath of life into the minds
of the people. Let us read Ezekiel, Chapter 37, verse 6:
“And ‘I’ will lay sinews upon you, and will bring up flesh
upon you, and cover you with skin, and put breath in you, and
ye shall live; and ye shall know that I am the LORD, %&%*.”
For %&%* shall breathe the breath of life in them and they shall live and come
to know that %&%* is God.
Furthermore, exercising His influential power to affect or control the
thoughts of the people of the earth and using His strong efficacious power,
He--%&%* shall cause the people to be influenced by the mental and
emotional appeal of the disciples of %&%* 0v %&%* to come to the Spirit of
Truth: For He shall cause them to swerve from following after the heathen
and to turn away from serving false gods. Most importantly, He shall cause
them to suddenly deviate from their false purpose and wicked course of
action.
And now, finally, the last part of Daniel 2:35, which reads in part:
“...that no place was found for them:...”
Absolutely no place was found for the Pope nor his wicked Roman Empire.
Let us understand the magnitude this. In Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus,
copyright 1996, on page 1146, a synonym for no place (reference #576.19,
page 532) is away, which is synonymous to nowhere. In accordance with
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Webster’s New World Dictionary, Third College Edition, copyright 1994, on
page 929, nowhere is defined as, “a place that is nonexistent.” The Random
House College Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1988, on page 522,
defines found as, “to set up or establish on a firm basis or for enduring
existence.”
As the truth of %&%* permeates the hearts of the people, the Roman
Catholic Church shall become a place that is nonexistent. The Jesuits shall
no longer be able to go to and fro and up and down in the earth setting up or
establishing their institution of lies on a firm basis for enduring existence
(Job 2:2).
%&%* 0v %&%* is the Supreme Master of cryptology and He has raised
up His servants, you and me, as cryptologists, that we might exercise
cryptanalysis in our interpretation of the hidden mysteries in the Scriptures.
We Thank %&%* for the message He has given us today.

Selah!
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